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Intel Galileo Networking CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 50 recipes that will help you use the Intel Galileo board to build exciting network-connected projects


	About This Book

	
		Create networking applications using the Intel Galileo board
	
		Control your web-based projects in real time from anywhere in the world
	
		Connect to the...
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Herbal Supplements: Efficacy, Toxicity, Interactions with Western Drugs, and Effects on Clinical Laboratory TestsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	This book focuses on efficacy, toxicity, drug interactions, and abnormal clinical laboratory tests resulting from the use of herbal remedies. Although a few herbal remedies are safe and have efficacy (for example saw palmetto), many herbal remedies are toxic. This book guides in the interpretation of abnormal test results in otherwise healthy...
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The Essential Patient Handbook: Getting the Health Care You Need - From Doctors Who KnowDemos Medical Publishing, 2004

	The Essential Patient Handbook was written for the millions of Americans who are dissatisfied with their medical care, and are looking for a practical no-nonsense way to get the help they need from their doctors. It contains lessons learned by two doctors (husband and wife) who endured immense challenges on the patient side of the...
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Head First C#: A Learner's Guide to Real-World Programming with Visual C# and .NETO'Reilly, 2010

	
		You want to learn C# programming, but you're not sure you want to suffer through another tedious technical book. You're in luck: Head First C# introduces this language in a fun, visual way. You'll quickly learn everything from creating your first program to learning sophisticated coding skills with C# 4.0, Visual...
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Fitness for Geeks: Real Science, Great Nutrition, and Good HealthO'Reilly, 2012

	

	This inquisitive and highly useful book shows the hacker and maker communities how to bring science and software into their nutrition and fitness routines.

	

	The digital age has made a big splash with new web-connected gear in the sports/fitness world. Fitness for Geeks covers many of these new self-tracking...
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Rails 5 Test Prescriptions: Build a Healthy CodebasePragmatic Bookshelf, 2018

	
		Does your Rails code suffer from bloat, brittleness, or inaccuracy? Cure these problems with the regular application of test-driven development. You'll use Rails 5.1, Minitest 5, and RSpec 3.6, as well as popular testing libraries such as factory_girl and Cucumber. Updates include Rails 5.1 system tests and Webpack integration....
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Java: A Beginner's Guide, Seventh EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.


	Up-to-Date, Essential Java Programming Skills?Made Easy!


	Supplement for key JDK 10 new features...
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CMake Cookbook: Building, testing, and packaging modular software with modern CMakePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn CMake through a series of task-based recipes that provide practical, simple, and ready-to-use CMake solutions for your code

	
		Key Features

		
			Configure, build, and package software written in C, C++, and Fortran
	
			Progress from simple to advanced tasks with examples tested...
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Next.js Quick Start Guide: Server-side rendering done rightPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create, build and deploy universal JavaScript applications using Next.js

	
		Key Features

		
			Work with the entire tool-chain for developing universal Javascript applications with Next.js
	
			A straightforward guide to implementing server-side rendering
	
			Use Next.js to...
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LPI Linux Certification in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2006
LPI Linux Certification in a Nutshell,
 Second Edition is an invaluable resource for determining what you need
 to practice to pass the Linux Professional Institute exams. This book
 will help
 you determine when you're ready to take the exams, which are
 technically...
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JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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MCTS 70-680 Cert Guide: Microsoft Windows 7, ConfiguringQue, 2010

	MCTS Windows 7 Configuring Cert Guide (Exam 70-680) is designed for network administrators, network engineers, and consultants who are pursuing the Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) or Microsoft Certified IT Professional (MCITP) certifications for Windows 7. This book covers the “TS: Microsoft Windows...
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